Receive warm greetings from day care centre for grannies Wajir Kenya!

I welcome you all to this last part of dettol soaps distribution to prevent the spread of cholera.

We were able to meet our targeted number (600 individuals) and exceeded with 3 individuals. We had purchased 52 cartons with each 72 bars of dettol soaps hence a total of 3744 bars. We have already distributed 3618 bars. In our store we have remained with 1 carton that we will too distributed to the poor families during our field work. We used 42 bars during demonstration at the centre and in the villages too. I (John) and Patrick also benefited with each 6 bars.

Below are the photos I took during this last phase. Please receive appreciation from all the beneficiaries.

The above 12 are the beneficiaries from Makoror village.

The above photo on left shows the beneficiaries of dettol soaps from Got-Ade village as well as in the middle photo. On the right above show the only and current beneficiary we have who is a non-local (Christian and by name Sebastian Mathews). Well in our list we have 2 other non local grannies but both are out of Wajir seeking medical attention in others parts of Kenya (Nairobi & Mt Kenya region).

Receive appreciation from the entire management of day care centre and all the grannies and their families.

Thank you, God abundantly bless us all and hope to hear from you soon.

All reports of dettol soaps distribution were compiled by:

John King’ori
Day care centre for grannies Wajir Kenya